On Remembrance Day, we pay tribute to the many heroes who have made the ultimate sacrifice so that we may live in a country free from tyranny and governed by freedom, democracy, and justice.

We stand in silent reflection for those brave men and women throughout history who, when called upon to defend the values we hold dear, did not waver.

Instead, they left family and loved ones for far away battlefields from which many would never return.

From the battle of Vimy Ridge, to the beaches of Normandy, to the dusty roads of Afghanistan, these brave men and women put their country’s welfare before their own, and we owe them and their families a debt of gratitude that can never be repaid.

As we know all too well, the tolls of war have been felt from generation to generation.

Our society’s long and proud tradition of standing up for those who couldn’t is forever imbedded in our fabric.

Lest We Forget Our TRUE Heroes.
The Heroes of the Green Space Industry
DiGIOVANNI, Tony, is Executive Director of Landscape Ontario Trade Association. In Letters to the Editor across Ontario, DiGiovanni has personally spoken out against the prohibition of pest control products on a very frequent basis. Unfortunately, DiGiovanni appears to be a lone voice among other leaders who operate Landscape Ontario.

DRYSDALE, Art C., is one of Canada’s best-known horticulturists. For the past four decades he has been writing, and presenting radio and television broadcasts, with practical garden hints. On his radio show, and in his i–Can–Garden blog, Drysdale is an outspoken critic of the prohibition of pest control products.

HEPWORTH, Lorne, is President of CropLife Canada. In Letters to the Editor across Canada, Hepworth has personally spoken out against activists and prohibitions on a very frequent basis. Unfortunately, Hepworth appears to be a lone voice among those manufacturers who are refusing to get more directly involved to fight the prohibition conspiracy, except, of course, for Dow AgroSciences.

HOLLAND, John J., is Communications Director for Integrated Environmental Plant Management Association of Western Canada Trade Association. He an eloquent and intelligent writer on the subject of public policy and pest control products.
LOWES, Jeffrey P., is Director of Government and Industrial Relations for M–REP Communications. M–REP Communications represents lawn and tree-care companies in Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, and British Columbia. M–REP Communications has embarked on engaging the Federal levels of government that regulate or use the services of the lawn and tree-care industries and working with their provincial counterparts.

SOLOMON, Professor Keith R., Ph.D., is a Professor in the Department of Environmental Biology at the University of Guelph, and is also Director of the Centre for Toxicology. He has more than thirty years of experience in research and teaching in pesticide science and environmental toxicology. In Letters to the Editor across Ontario, both Professor Solomon and his wife Sandra have personally spoken out against activists on a frequent basis.

Despite the shortcomings of its trade associations, the Golf Industry can boast having had strong and impressive public affairs Heroes, such as those listed below —

- Jarrod Barakett — Ontario Golf Superintendents Association (OGSA)
- Bob Burrows — Canadian Golf Superintendents Association (CGSA)
- Teri Yamada — Royal Canadian Golf Association (RCGA)

Several Heroes from the Professional Lawn Care Industry have also spoken out against prohibition-terrorism, such as those listed below —

- Gerry Okimi — Turf King — Ontario
- Grace Edwards — Salmon Arm Property Maintenance Ltd. — British Columbia
- Henry Van Der Molen — Supergreen Lawn and Tree Care — British Columbia
- Paul Visentin — Kootenay Lawn Doctor Inc. — British Columbia
- Ron Pattermann — Orchardist — British Columbia
- Trevor Ely — Elements Lawn Maintenance — British Columbia
Those who have FAILED the Green Space Industry

Several trade associations have FAILED the Green Space Industry.

The POLICIES of these associations have even SUPPORTED the prohibition of pest control products, or have DONE NOTHING to fight prohibition-terrorism.

A grade of FAILURE must be assigned to the following trade associations —
- FAILURE — Canadian Golf Superintendents Association (CGSA)
- FAILURE — CropLife Canada
- FAILURE — Golf Canada (formerly Royal Canadian Golf Association, RCGA)
- FAILURE — International Society of Arboriculture (ISA)
- FAILURE — LandsCAPE Ontario (LO)
- FAILURE — Urban Pest Management Council

Landscape Ontario

The leadership and staff of LandsCAPE Ontario endorse the PROHIBITION of pest control products and support the policies of Environmental–Terror–Organizations.

It has decided to BOW TO THE CATACLYSM OF PROHIBITION —

<< There is a great deal of concern about future viability. Our role is to assist in the transition [towards the prohibition of pest control products]. >>

CropLife Canada

CropLife Canada, the group that represents the manufacturing sector, has preferred to make WISHY–WASHY and NON–COMMITTAL STATEMENTS —

<< We support a focus on eliminating the improper or unnecessary use of pesticides. >>
Canadian Golf Superintendents Association

The leadership and staff of Canadian Golf Superintendents Association endorse the PROHIBITION of pest control products and support the policies of Environmental–Terror–Organizations.

<< Associations like the Canadian Golf Superintendents Association [ ... ] applauded McGuinty and the governing Liberals for making this announcement [ regarding prohibition in Ontario ]. A reason for the golf industry’s support of this provincial initiative stems from the fact we will be exempted. >>

Instead of speaking out against prohibition–terrorism, Canadian Golf Superintendents Association leaders and staff decided to simply Wag The Dog by generating pointless policy papers, and by addressing irrelevant issues such as « saving » quintozene fungicide.

Quintozene is a product that is plagued with HEALTH and ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES, and that is CONTAMINATED with controversial DIOXINS.

Golf Canada

The Loathsome and Ridiculous Golf Canada is supplying millions of dollars to Canadian–Cancer–Society, a Environmental–Terror–Organization that CONSPIRES TO ANNIHILATE the entire Modern Green Space Industry with the NEEDLESS, SENSELESS, and MALICIOUS PROHIBITION of pest control products that are FEDERALLY LEGAL, SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE, and TOTALLY IRREPLACEABLE.

Canadian–Cancer–Society has TERRORIZED the Professional Lawn Care Industry ... and Canadian–Cancer–Society plans to TERRORIZE the Golf Industry NEXT!

Golf Canada must immediately STOP ALL FINANCIAL SUPPORT of Canadian–Cancer–Society.
We are living in the 9/11 Era of Environmental Terror!

It is INCONCEIVABLE that the elected leaders and staff of some Trade Associations support the prohibition of pest control products support the failed Integrated Pest Management support the annihilation of the Professional Lawn Care Industry support the policies of environmental–terror–organizations

Future generations will ask — Why?
The group of decision-makers within LandsCAPE Ontario that allegedly represent the interests of the Professional Lawn Care Industry is called the LawnCare [sic] Commodity Group.

One-third of the LawnCare Commodity Group originated from four business groups — Doctor Green, Nutri–Lawn, Weed Man, Wright.

One-quarter of the LawnCare Commodity Group board members originated, directly or indirectly, from business interests in the BOGUS and failed Green Alternative Sarritor — Weed Man, Doctor Green.

One-seventh of the LawnCare Commodity Group originated from direct business interests (investors) in the BOGUS and failed Green Alternative Sarritor — Gaspar (Weed Man), Van Haastrecht (Doctor Green).

One-tenth of the LawnCare Commodity Group board members originated from the same family — Van Haastrecht (Doctor Green).

According to observers, the LandsCAPE Ontario LawnCare Commodity Group may have not necessarily represented the interests of the majority of the Professional Lawn Care Industry in Ontario.
The 2009-2010 leaders of LandsCAPE Ontario Association who supported Prohibition, BOGUS Green Alternatives, and the Demise of the Modern Professional Lawn Care Industry.

Future generations will ask the question — Why?
Future generations will ask the question — Why?
The 2009-2010 leaders of Canadian Golf Superintendents Association who supported Quintozzone, Prohibition, IPM, and more

Future generations will ask the question — Why?
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What have YOU done in the war against ENVIRONMENTAL TERROR ?!?!?!
Force Of Nature presents THE WHOLE TRUTH FROM AN INDEPENDENT PERSPECTIVE from National Organization Responding to actions of any trade association or business operating within the Green Space Industry. The events, characters, companies, and companies involved herein may be disputed. Don't thank us. It's a public service. And we are glad to do it.

HUJE are identified on the basis of the statements, activities, affiliations, and whereabouts. Even though each Enviro Maniac Culprit is a misguided adversary, each still deserves our respect. The use of the terms Maniac, Culprit, Terrorist, or Basterd is viewed as a form of TERROR, HARM, and THREAT against the Green Space Industry. Today, Mr. Gathercole is the ONLY TRUE RELIABLE WITNESS of the Hudson Affair. Mr. Gathercole is personally credited for crafting the Golf Industry Exception Status that endures to this day. He also holds a degree in Horticulture from the UNIVERSITY OF RELIABLE, and another pure and applied science degree from McGill UNIVERSITY.

This Report provides NO guarantee regarding accuracy or completeness. In no event shall Force Of Nature be liable for any incidental or consequential damages, lost profits, or any indirect damages. Force Of Nature is TOTALLY INDEPENDENT of any trade association or business operating within the Green Space Industry. This Report contains NO COMPANIES, and/or otherwise harmful or injurious information that endures to this day. The neutrality of these Reports may be disputed. Don’t thank us. It’s a public service. And we are glad to do it.
We must defend the industry, whatever the cost may be!